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RANOBO Bites brings you our renowned

quality in extra-handy mini-packaging.

2 exciting mixes full of naturally delicious

goodness. Giving you the boost you need

at any time of the day. At work, before

or after the match or on your way home.

The snack that fits perfectly in your hand

and in your schedule.

Why our Bites will
boost your sales, too.

The main advantages of Bites.

RANOBO Bites offers you more opportunities to see our famous brand at different

moments, such as in vending machines and at petrol stations, fitness clubs, etc.

Our Bites come in 2 popular mixes: Hawaï Mix and Energy Mix. The packaging combines

RANOBO’s classic style with colourful and dynamic elements. All with an extra-large

window to whet your customers’ appetites from the very first glance.

The on-the-go snack that
lets you corner a whole
new section of the market.

» Two unique packs. » Easy opening.

» Extra-long shelf life thanks

 to high-quality packaging. 

» Large window to show off 

 the product in full.

» Great value for money. » Our recognisable green colour, reinforced

 with colourful, dynamic elements.
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Go for an aloha
state of mind.

Our exotic Hawaï Mix instantly transports you to

sunnier places. A mix of pineapple, coconut, cashews

and almonds ensures a refreshing boost at any time of

the day. The healthy snack that’s bursting with natural

fibre, to satisfy your appetite.

This energy bomb is the ultimate snack when you need

a boost. A powerful mix consisting of no fewer than

13 different nuts, seeds and other superfoods that are

sure to get you moving again immediately. The perfect

on-the-go snack full of natural fibre and vitamins for a

long-lasting energy boost.

Can you feel
the energy
between us?


